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PRODUCT NO:
ABK-S1

FK-STD
HPLP-1
HPUUH-1
LAN-1
LASER-CUS
LPH-STD
LV-1

MTS-BLACK
SGB-STD

SHADY-RCH

SHADY-STD
STI-SHADY
SU-CUS

PRODUCT NAME:
SPORSTER ADAPTER BRACKET
KIT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
This Adapter Bracket makes the Lower Post Holder compatible to
Harley Sportster Models. ***This will be available for other makes
and models soon.
FASTENER KIT
This fastener kit contains all the hitch pins, nuts, bolts, washers and
lanyard applicable to the make and model of your motorcycle.
LOWER POST HOLDER HITCH PIN This quick release 1/4" diameter hitch pin is used to hold the
KIT
Telescopic Post System into the Lower Post Holder.
UPPER UMBRELLA HOLDER
This quick release 3/16" diameter hitch pin is used to hold the SUHITCH PIN KIT
STD, SU-CUS Umbrellas into the Upper Umbrella Holder.
BLACK NYLON LANYARD
This item attaches to any of the Hitch Pins or can be used for all
other purposes.
LASER ENGRAVE UUH (OPTION) Laser engrave your logo onto the UUH-STD, UUH-RCH Upper
Umbrella Holder. *Call for pricing and availability
LOWER POST SYSTEM KIT
The Lower Post Holder bolts to Harley Davidson Touring Models,
Trike Models with passenger floor boards.
LIGHT VISE
Quality compact and versatile LED night light that clamps directly to
the TPS-STD, Shady Telescopic Post System. This handy light
stows away conveniently in the Gear Bags.
MEN'S T-SHIRT BLACK
Men's T-Shirt Black - Comes in these available sizes: Large, XLarge, XX-Large.
GEAR BAG – SHADY
Quality made waterproof bag in all black that features a cinch pull
closing and quick release opening system. This Gear Bag holds the
entire Shady System for convenient carry and stow away.
SHADY RATCHET KIT (FULL
The Shady Ratchet Kit comes with all the items as seen except the
PRODUCT)
UUH-STD is replaced with the UUH-RCH giving you more flexibility
to control the tracking of the unit for even more shade. The
ratcheted design features a push button quick release and can lock
in at several different angles.
SHADY STANDARD KIT (FULL
PRODUCT)
SHADY STANDARD STICKER

The Shady Standard Kit comes with everything in the product
photo. You have the option to upgrade to the Shady Ratchet Kit.
SHADY logo sticker. Black print on white vinyl. Approximate size is
2-1/2" x 1"
UMBRELLA – CUSTOMIZED LOGO Quality made Totes brand umbrella in all black with a custom logo
of your choice printed in four locations around the umbrella. Other
color options available. *Logo requests subject to any trademark
laws.
Quality made Totes brand umbrella in all black with the Shady logo
printed in four locations around the umbrella. Other color options
available.
This Telescopic Post System fits into the Lower Post Holder and
has an adjustable height. Features two clutch collets for easy
loosen/tighten operation. This rugged post system is made from
high quality 1” diameter aluminum.

SU-STD

UMBRELLA – SHADY

TPS-STD

TELESCOPIC POST SYSTEM KIT

UUH-RCH

UPPER UMBRELLA HOLDER –
RATCHET
UPPER UMBRELLA HOLDER –
STANDARD

The UUH-RCH option is the UUH-STD with a unique ratcheting
system that allows the operator to adjust the angle.
Special cup design that holds the Umbrella handle securely in place
with a quick release pin and lanyard. The UUH-STD comes
standard at a fixed position. The UUH-RCH option is the UUH-STD
with a unique ratcheting system that allows the operator to adjust
the angle.

WOMEN'S T-SHIRT PINK

Women's T-Shirt made from a 100% Cotton Blend. Sizes available:
Small, Medium, Large & X-Large.

UUH-STD

WTS-PINK
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